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ADVANCED MANUFACTURING CONSORTIUM
Driving innovation and continuous improvement through
shared knowledge and experience.
The Advanced Manufacturing Consortium is committed to the pursuit of a continuous
improvement culture through the development of best practices, peer learning, and connections
to the resources of the Georgia Manufacturing Extension Partnership (GaMEP) at Georgia Tech.
The Advanced Manufacturing Consortium can help
your company bridge the gap to excellence by:

Using lean strategies to create organizational
alignment and structure
Deepening your knowledge of technology and its
applications
Providing case studies that showcase ways to
innovate, create organizational alignment,
eliminate waste and improve process outcomes
Building a network of connected leaders
Encouraging a culture of collaboration within
your organization

The Advanced Manufacturing
Consortium:

Includes 70+ member
companies
Hosts 50+ events each year
Has formed connections and
created learning opportunities
for manufacturers in Georgia
since 2008
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WHAT MEMBERS ARE SAYING:
“I look forward to the events. I take a couple of people with me to each
benchmarking tour, so they can experience first-hand what other member
companies are doing to be successful around lean and safety efforts.”
- Dwayne Brabham, Continuous Improvement Manager
Textron Specialized Vehicles

Membership Includes:
Membership provides your organization
with one or more seats to a minimum of
five Benchmarking Events per year,
showcasing a host company’s best
practices and innovations in technology
and processes
For those willing to travel outside their
region, additional opportunities will be
provided on a space-available basis

The GaMEP Philosophy
Our goal is simple and impactful:
Understand the current state of your teams
and company
Learn about your future goals
Teach your team to utilize tools and strategies
to meet the needs of your organization
Connect your company with other resources
available at Georgia Tech or our partner
organizations
Advance your company’s competitiveness and
ensure a sustainable future for manufacturing
in Georgia

Membership Responsibilities:
Be on a continuous improvement plan
Host a benchmarking event, approximately
every two years
Send the most appropriate personnel to
each event

For More Information or to Join:
404-894-5968
gamep@innovate.gatech.edu

Why Work with the GaMEP?
Federal and state-funded program housed out
of Georgia Tech
10 offices across the state
The team has years of practical experience
working in manufacturing plants across the
world
Expertise in process improvement, quality,
robotics, business strategy, technology
integration, ISO management systems,
energy, sustainability, and integrating safety
efforts into manufacturing plants
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